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Sen. Jackson asks for shift in focus
by CURTIS JOHNSON

reporter
West Virginia ·sen. Lloyd
Jackson, D-Lincoln, believes
higher education needs to focus
more on the people than on the
institution.
"If the needs of the state
aren't met, I'm telling you it will
be impossible to meet the needs,
and financial
MORE needs
of the peolNSIDE
ple of ourIt won'
insti-t
see page 4 tutions.
work," Jackson
said.
About 50 faculty, staff and
administration attended part
one of the 12-part Marshall
Celebrity Series at the Joan C.
Edwards Fine and Performing

Arts Center playhouse.
Marshall President Dan
Angel said the series allows the
university to hear educational
views from across the nation.
"One of the
problems with
West Virginia, as
I came in from
outside of the
state last year, is
that we basically
only know ourselves," Angel
Angel said. "We need to
know what is
happening out there broadly so
eight of the speakers that we
are bringing in are not West
Virginia people."
Jackson explained Senate Bill
653 is "a response, an approach, a

challenge," to those involved in
higher education in West Virginia
as the Legislature continues to
revamp the state's economy.
SB 653 is a response to SB
547, passed in 1995. SB 547 provided a3.25 percent increase in
funding for higher education for
five years, that bill ran out in
2000.
Following counsel of the
National Center Higher Education Management Systems,
Jackson said the Legislature
decided to take adifferent angle
at education when they constructed SB 653.
"What we found with Senate
Bill 547 is that it almost exclusively dealt with institutional
needs," Jackson said.
"Many institutions have huge

physical plans that they want
to take care of as in buildings
and things of that nature," he
said. "If we spend money to
take care of those, but don't
invest that money in the best
interest of the people and the
students of the state, we'll end
up meeting only institutional
needs and not meeting the
needs of the students."
With thoughts of meeting
state needs, Jackson discussed
the West Virginia economy
below the national average, a
decline in high school graduates, anational ranking of 49 in
the number of college graduates and limited access to 'instate graduate programs as eviphoto by Mike Andnck
Virginia Sen. Lloyd Jackson (right) takes questions at the Joan
Please see JACKSON, P3 C.West
Edwards Fine and Performing Arts Center playhouse Thursday.
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MU-AFT Wild man of rock 'n·'roll
seeking
members
'Either we grow or

die,' chairman says

by LARA K. STREIT

reporter
Some students may take
school for granted, dreading
each day they have to get up
early and drag themselves to
another class.
But when aperson is dying,
school can seem like awalk in
the park.
That comparison is the foundation for the Adrian Michelle
"Cheli" Stover Memorial
Scholarship.
Stover's father, Vance, said
Stover was aspunky girl who
was taken out of Marshall for
treatments. .after she relapsed
with cancer. She was active in
the Greek life and just enjoyed
being around her friends.
"During all ofher treatments,
Cheli would say things like
'How is that going to affect me
going back to school' and 'Can I
go back to school,' "he said.
"One doctor said she ·would
drag her IV pole with her if we
would let her go."
Because of her determination, the Cabell Huntington
Hospital nurses who took care
of Stover wanted to set up a
scholarship after she died.
' We just wanted to do something to keep her memory

by NICOLE R. PICKENS

I

reporter
Faculty Division Chairman
Dr. Edmund M. Taft wants an
"all-out campaign" to increase
membership for Marshall's
American Federation of
Teachers union.
"This year is critical for this
union," Taft said. ~Either we
grow or we die."
F,~wer than 20 members
attended MU-AFT's first meeting of the semester Thursday.
Recruitment in some departments has been very successful, Taft said, noting that half
of the English department and
alarge portion of the psychology department belongs to the
union. However, union membership is lower outside the
College of Liberal Arts, he said.
"We need to come out of our
shell. We have to collar people
who don't belong to the union
and say 'it's time to do more,' "
Taft said.
MU-AFT set up an informational booth in the Memorial
Student Center for four weeks
to try to recruit new members.
Also, Taft said, the MU-AFT
newsletter was sent to all new
faculty members.
Taft said the newsletter
eventually will be sent to all
faculty and staff members on
the main campus, Taft said.
Monthly flyers will be sent to
all faculty and staff during the
fall and spring semesters as
well, he said.
Union members also discussed the Joe Turley case.
Taft announced that an Oct. 30
trial date had been set for custodian Joe Turley.
Turley is accused of stealing
$2.84 worth of trash bags,
which he denies.
"We want to say to him
(Cottrill) 'enough is enough drop this,' "Taft said.
Turley thanked MU-AFT for
its support.
Another topic discussed was
"sick'' buildings on campus,
which are buildings that pose
health hazards to occupants.
Smith Hall, the James E.
Morrow Library and asbestos
removal were named as problems.
Members expressed concern
for the health of employees and
students.
"I'm not sure that students
realize ... how sick they get
Please see MU•AFT, P3

Cancer survivors
can receive help
with school bills

photo by Mike Andrick

Little Richard opens his set Thursday at the Keith Albee Theater. The concert, which was the
first of the Marshall Artists Series for the fall semester, was sold out.

Pop rebel continues influence

"Hello Marshall, give it all
reporter
to me Marshall," and "I want
it Marshall, can Ihave some,"
Pop legend Little Richard Richard Wayne Penniman,
said he was working in a better known as Little
kitchen as adishwasher .when Richard, said at the perforhis song "Tutti Frutti" became mance.
asmash hit.
The concert, which is the
On Thursday, he showed first of the Marshall Artists
why dishwashing was not his Series
performances for the
chosen profession.
fall 2000 semester, was sold
Little Richard, who will be out prior to the show's start.
68-years-old on Dec. 5, per- "Not very often you get
formed over 15 songs someone like this around
Thursday to acapacity crowd here," David A. Hilling, inforat the Keith-Albee Theatre. ,mation technology junior of
Richard performed in ahand- Huntington, said. "Little
made white fringe and sequins Richard allows students to
outfit and very flashy shoes, experience music our parents
which he offered to give to listened to and brings more
someone, but didn't.
exposure to Huntington."
by SHALLON JONES

Sophomore Criminal Justice
major Roger D. Justice of
Kermit said he came to the
performance because it was
finally achance to see someone in the oldies group live.
"You don't get to see that too
much anymore," Justice said.
Comedian Carl Strong
opened for Richard and
warmed up the audience with
non-stop laughter.
"Is this downtown," Strong
said of Huntington's Fourth
Avenue. "I am so sorry. There
are so many one-way streets,
you see where you want to go,
but can't get there."
When introducing Richard,
Please see RICHARD, P3

going," nurse B.B. Meadows
said. "She was just such an
energetic, touching girl."
The memorial scholarship
was
up :~~!::::r:!~,throughsetaseries
--c-c~•.:
of fund-raisers,
with help from
the Greek community.
The scholarship is an
endowed fund Stover
which means
that the interest
earned each year will support
the award. The endowment was
established with gifts totaling
$10,000 in April 2000 and the
first award was scheduled to be
made in one year, Dr. Caroline
Hunter, vice president of
Alumni Development, said.
However, through the generosity of one of Stover's
physicians, Dr. Eduardo Pino,
an additional gift was
received to fund the award for
this academic year.
"Cheli was a special
patient," Pino said. "She obviously touched alot of people. I
hope we will be able to keep
adding to it."
The ultimate goal of the
Please see STOVER, P3

Birke Art Gallery set to
show Brazilian artwork
by SHALLON JONES

reporter
Brazilian artists are scheduled to visit Marshall as part
of the Joan C. Edwards
Distinguished Professors program.
The Birke Art Gallery will
display artwork from Groupo
Varal, professional artists from
Brazil, Monday to Oct. 12.
Natalia Bronco, Adelza Flor,
Jose' Gomez Jr. and Requel
Mattedi are the four Brazilian
artists, who will have agallery
talk at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday.
The artists' trip is financed
by the Joan C. Edwards
Distinguished Professors program. These artists will do
studio visits and critiques
with art majors, as well as
produce their own artwork.
"This is agreat opportunity
for students to interact with
artists from another culture,"
Professor Peter Massing, director of Birke Art Gallery, said.
"These kinds of exhibits are

~

photo counesy of 81r1<e An College

Art from Groupo Varal will be
displayed at the Blrke Art
Gallery from Monday to Oct. 12.
experiences students can
carry into everything they
do," Massing said.
The Birke Art Gallery is
located on the first floor of
Smith Hall.
The gallery is free for students and the public. It is
open Monday through Friday
10 a.m. to 4p.m. and Mondav
night 7to 9p.m.
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In 1927, Babe Ruth hit his 60th homer of the
season to break his own major-league record.
In 1938, British, French, German and Italian
leaders decided to appease Adolf Hitler by
allowing Nazi annexation of Czechoslovakia's
Sudetenland.
Page edited by Chris Hagy and Tamara Endicott

Familiar faces fill fall TV lineup
by FRAZIER MOORE
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Picture the
whole TV business under one
roof, in one house. It's aspinoff
of "Big Brother," where we
watch network executives try
to save their new shows from
banishment.
"Sure, I'll plan my fall schedule," says houseguest-programmer Josh. "But first, another
beer and anap."
"Bottom line," says Eddie, 'tmy
of youse <BLEEP) with my lineup, I'll<BLEEP)your<BLEEP)."
"Being a network boss and
beautiful, too, is hard," says
Jamie - "even for someone
with a4.0average."
Ugh. This sounds even worse
than the actual CBS series. But
with the fall season happening
at long last, we can all take
heart from the soon-to-wrap
"Big Brother":Every one of the
30 new series is better.
To tell us about them, the

networks have promoted their
fall fare for months (doesn't it
seem like CBS has been hawking "Bette" since the Golden
Age of Radio?).
But does anybody care? Does
the new fall season even matter? Is all this just a holding
action until January brings us
"Survivor II"? And will any of
the stars of the networks' fall
series shine as brightly as
Colleen, Rudy or Rich?
At least Bette Midler is never
dull. She stars in anew sitcom
in which she plays apersonality named Bette Midler who is
very much like the woman who
plays her. Her series is the one
named "Bette."
Granted, some viewers may
feel that, like its leading lady, a
little "Bette" goes along way especially since, with Bette,
there's always plenty going on.
But in any case, "Bette" indisputably does justice to its subject.
Another notable entry from
CBS is "The Fugitive," with

Tim D~ly in alively reprise of
the 1960s original.
On the other hand, Geena
Davis' ABC sitcom is thinner
than that see-through gown she
wore to the Emmys.
And in their respective comeback bids, TV favorites Michael
Richards (formerly of "Seinfeld") and John Goodman
("Roseanne") have hit snags
and raised doubts. Due to
unexpected overhauls, neither
new series is yet ready for preview.
CBS' witty sitcom "Welcome to
New York" pays snide homage to
Manhattan, where (as TV news
director Christine Baranski
explains to Jim Gaffigan, her
new hire from the heartland),
people never wear brown.
"We wear black! And that's
only until something darker
comes along!"
Starring Oliver Platt as an
investigative journalist (and a
tippler of Bushmills), the NBC
drama "Deadline" is terrific.

Another family show, CBS'
"That's Life," follows a thirtysomething New Jersey
women as she breaks out of her
blue-collar world to attend college. Thanks to the writing's
authenticity and a splendid
cast led by Heather Paige Kent,
it's irresistible.
Most Endangered Great New
Series: "Gideon's Crossing," the
powerful ABC hospital drama
starring Andre Braugher of
"Homicide: Life on the Street."
Recklessly slotted Wednesday
against NBC's "Law &Order,"
with the Michael J. Fox-less
"Spin City" as its lead-in,
"Gideon's" would seem already
to be living on borrowed time.
Anew ABC sitcom, "The
Trouble With Normal," earns a
double honor. First, it shares
with Fox sitcom "Normal, Ohio"
the coveted "Copying the Other
Person's Paper" Award for their
confusingly similar titles.
"Trouble" (which was first
titled "People · Who Fear

TELEVISION
1. "Summer

Olympics Opening
Ceremony," NBC.
2. "Who Wants to

Be aMillionaireTuesday,"
ABC.

3. "Summer
Olympics Sunday
Prime 1," NBC.
4. "Summer
Olympics Saturday
Prime 1," NBC.
5. "Who Wants to
Be aMillionaireThursday," ABC.
- from Nielsen
Media Research
People") is further distinguished as the season's most

wretched new comedy. Hey, go
ahead and poke fun at the mentally ill (in this case, the clinically paranoid) if you must. But
at least make it funny.

FILMS

1. "The Watcher,"
Universal.
2. "Bait," Warner
Bros.
3. "Bring it On,"
Universal.
4. "Nurse Betty,"
USA.
5."Space
Cowboys," Warner
Parkway Pointe, a General fans the choice to see amovie Bros.- from Exhibitor
Cinema theater just north of at any time, instead of specific
Atlanta, installed the technol- viewing times. Already,
Relations Co.
ogy last year, making it the "Charlie's Angels" and "102
only conventional theater in Dalmatians" are expected to
HOT FIVE
the Southeast that uses the feature rear-window captionequipment.
ing when those films are
1. "Music,"

New technology allows tt:le
Woodstock film deaf
festival competes and blind to enjoy films
with many others
by MICHAEL Hli.L
The Associated Press

WOODSTOCK, N.Y. - Here
comes another Woodstock festival - this one with movies and
cocktails instead of guitar solos
and rain chants.
The inaugural Woodstock
Film Festival began Thursday.
The four-day event gives the
famed arts colony a Birkenstocked foot in the door to the
glitzy world of film festivals.
But the problem could be ge.tting noticed in an increasingly
crowded field.
Beyond the big-name festivals like Sundance and
TellJride, dozens of more modest festivals are cropping up
nationwide. Chris Gore,author
of "The Ultimate Film Festival
Survival Guide," estimates
that more than 100 new festivals have begun since his
book's first edition in 1998.
Many are regional festivals
lacking in A-list stars, chichi
parties or industry clout. They
are apt to show shoestring productions, experimental shorts
or documentaries. They have
names like the Rehoboth Beach
Independent Film Festival, the
Double Take Dotumentary
Film Festival and the ButtNumb-A-Thon Film Festival.
"There's afilm festival every
weekend of the year, more than
one," said Nie Holt,director of
the Kudzu Film Festival of
Athens, Ga.
Industry watchers cite afew

reasons for the proliferation:
Towns like film festivals
because they provide tourism
dollars and a taste of
Hollywood, independent filmmakers flock to them for the
chance to show their work on
the big screen; audiences are
drawn by the chance to see
something different or offbeat.
"They've become in away an
alternative distribution for
movies," Gore said. "These
movies don't open at the multiplexes and the mall theaters."
Chances are slim that these
smaller festivals will launch
the next "Blair Witch Project"
- which became blockbusterbound after its discovery at
Sundance last year. But Gore
notes that a numher of filmmakers, like Richard Schenk~
man ("The Pompatus of Love"),
have generated buzz through
the festival circuit.
"Oddly enough, it doesn't
seem yet that there are too
many festivals," Haugland
said. "From the filmmaker's
perspective, it can be hard to
dig through the maze to see
where to go."

by CHAD ROEDEMEIIR
The Associated Press
ATLANTA
Connie
Stratigos' passion for movies
blossomed when she worked at
her father's theater in Memphis,
Tonn., in the 1940s as "box office For the price of admission,
girl, pop- people with hearing problems
corn girl, get a smoked Plexiglas panel
candy girl, attached to a gooseneck arm
ticket- that fits into the cupholder.
taker and That panel reflects red-letusher." tered subtitles, which are proHe r jected in mirror reverse from
fondness the back of the theater.
for the big The technology was develscreen oped by the National Center
fa ded for Accessible Media, a joint
when health problems caused effort of the Corporation for
her to lose most of her hearing Public Broadcasting and the
more than 30 years ago.
Boston public t~levision staRelatively new technology tion WGBH.
called rear-window captioning Stratigos' first movie was
is changing that, helping people "8MM," aviolent film but she
with hearing or vision problems was happy just to be back in
enjoy movies on the big screen front of the big screen.
without changing the way oth- "Wow, we were just really
ers see the films.
overwhelmed," said Stratigos,
The technology, which 66. "At first we had a hard
involves detailed descriptions time adjusting the gooseneck
for the visually impaired and a panel, but once we got it
personal captioning device for squared away, it was no probthose with hearing problems, lem at all. Ilove it."
has been installed in movie The goal of the National
theaters in about a dozen Center for Accessible Media,
cities, including Baltimore, however, is to offer visually
Chicago, Seattle and Boston. and hearing-impaired movie
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KEITHALBEE4
SA/T(R)
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HIGHLANDER ENDGAME (R) 5:10-7:10-9:10
KINGS OF COMEDY (R) 4:15-7:00-9:30
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WOMAN ON TOP (R)
5:15-7:15-9:15
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4:30-7:10-9:40
SPACE COWBOYS (PG13) 4:10-7:00-9:35
WHAT LIES BENEATH PG13) 4:00-7:00-9:30
URBAN LEGENDS:FINAL CUT (R)

5:25-7:35-9:45
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released in the fall.
Blind moviegoers get aspecial
headset to listen to adescription
of the visual elements of afilm.
The fast-paced narrative, called
DVS Theatrical, works in tandem with the dialogue, sneaking
into the movie's natural pauses.
It costs a theater about
$15,000 to install the equipment for rear-window captioning and descriptive narration
in asingle auditorium. It costs
WGBH another $2,000 to caption and $8,500 to describe a
two-hour film.

Madonna. Maverick.
2. "Doesn't Really
Matter," Janet. Def
Soul.
3. "Jumpin,
Jumpin,·• Destiny's
Child. Columbia.
4. •'Bent," matchbox5...20.
Lava. (Gold)
,ncomplete,"
Sisqo. Dragon/Def
Soul. - from Bil board

magazine

Classifieds

Homes For Rent

mmm
Employment

Near MU Efficiency Apt. A/C. Work you own schedule.
Hostesses, Waitresses, Mixers,

OffD.D
Street
Pets. $265
+
.andParking.
utilities. No544-7392
NEAR
MU
1
&2
BR
units.
each
$450
0688 per month NO PETS. 5236297
E. PeaKitchen.
Rlgde Rd.
BR,
Furnished
1st 1class.
$365
529-4468
or 529-2555
7th
Avenue
1605
7th
OnlyApartments
22
Blocks
to -Corbly
Hall.Ave.Furnislied
BR apartment
available
now.
Off
Street
parking.
Utilities paid. AFFORDABLE! Call
525-1717
Private
Bedroom
Quiet
re,iderwtlal
home Utilities
forInseriousminded student.
paid.

-$300 per monthToFreeapplyCable.
call 529-2928

Do you need ahome away

from
Would
ratherhome?
live inLetahouse
than anyou
apartment?
your
money
builc
an your
investment
while
you
complete
education!
B29 7th Streef
-MLS#
5231
$59,900
Southside
brick1close
toplustheoffice
park.
2
bedrooms,
bath,
space. H/AC,
Lg.living
&dining
room.&
Central
off street
parking
fenced
yard. Sharon
Stevenson,
REALTOR
ABR
Prudential
Bunch Co. orREALTORS
523-9953 525-7761
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Automobiles For Sale
~~
VW Rear
Vana_gon,
Hugebed,1984
Sunroof.
Bench$2500
folds
into
lots522-177
ol newfarts,

Dancers.
18 orlotsolderof
with
desireMustNoto bemake
money.
experience
necessary.
Work
at
#1
club in Tri-s
state:
Lady
Godivas
Gentlemen'
Club.
Open
3pm
to
3am.
7363391
MAKE
OWN2001
HOURS
Sell
SpringYOURBreak
Trips
HIGHEST
COMMISSIONSLOWEST
PRICES
NO
COSTfood,
TO
YOUTravel
FREE
including
drink
&CLASS
non-stopVACATIONS
parties!!!
WORLD
2000
TRAVEL
PLANNERSSTUDENT
"TOP PRODUCER"
&MTV'&-CHOICE (Spring Break
Cancun
Party
Program)
1-800222-4432

SPRINGBREAK
2001
On-campus
Reps GO
SELLHiring
TRlPS,
EARN
CASH,
FREE!!!
Student
Travel
Services
America'sJamaica,
#1 StudentMexico,
Tour
Operator
Bahamas,
Europe, Florida
1-800-648-4849
www.gospringbreak.com
Heavenly
Ham not a
A
unique
experience,
restaurant;work
Retail
specialtypay.foods.
Multi-task,
competitive
No
nights
orpositions:
Sundays.
Flexible
hours.
2
morning
prep
and
with(approx
car and6:30pm)
early
p.m. delivery
toat close
Apply
Heavenly
Ham,Shopping
Rt. 60
Eastern
Heights
Center
Parking
~~ ~
OFF
STREET
PARKING
1738Buffington
7th AvenueAvenue
Rear on
$50.00
r1er
semester
Call 522-0512
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Students discuss
philosophers at·
biweekly session

--------------------------------------~
Friday, Sept. 22, 2000
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R
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rocks
• From page 1

PICK APOSTER

Strong told the audieqce that
"if you came to see hip-hop you
came to the wrong place."
Little Richard performed all
the crowd's favorites, such as
"Tutti
Frutti,"and"Good"Lucille."
Golly
Miss Molly"
Richard's band consisted of two
drummers, two saxophone
players, two guitar players,
two bass guitar players, one
organ player and one fluglehorn player. The band opened
and closed the show.
"Definitely different than
anything I've ever seen," freshman environmental science
major Brian M. Thompson of
Letart said after the performance.
Senior Accounting major
Sarah H. Chenault of
Huntington said, "It was great
and alittle bit more than what
Iexpected."
Little Richard is scheduled
to perform tonight in Arizona.

by MAKIKO SASANUMA ing from others," said Will

Andrew
reporter
Hanna, a Huntington senior
Burk, right,
majoring in biology and
and
Amanda
"Behold, this moment! From physics.
along
this gateway, Moment, along, Hanna said philosophy and Means,
with many
eternal lane leads backward: science have different perother stubehind us lies an eternity," spectives, human experiences dents,
checkGerman
philosopher, ancf knowledge, yet he sees
out the
Friedrich Nietzsche said connections between them.
poster
sale
regarding the Eternal "I think philosophy gave held Tuesday
Recurrence of the Same.
birth to science," he said.
behind the
That topic, Eternal O'Dell said the diversity of
Memorial
Recurrence of the Same, was members can bring different
Student
one
of
the
central
"(The
Philosophy
perspec.tives
Center.
issues
that
the
.
.
and
ideas
Philosophy Club Club) lS alearning into the dismembersTuesday
dis- experience
... Jthink
photo by Mike Andrick
cussed
.
. cussions.
the
night.
philosophy
gave
birth
club IfmemTwe~v~
to_____
science.,, ber~
are all
bers
Jomedmemthe
philosophy
club
and
dismajors,
cNiuetszsschee'dsHuntingtonWill
Hanna
meet i the
ng
senior majoring in biology would not be
staff at the community col"Thus Spoke
and physics
meaningful,
lege.
Zarathustra."
O'Dell said.
The bill creates graduate
From page 1
Maggie O'Dell, the presi- Hanna said he hopes more
programs at Shepherd,
dent of the club and a people come to the meetings
From page 1
Concord,
Fairmont, West because they sit in these
From page 1
Huntington junior majoring for the learning opportunities.
Liberty
and
West
Virginia
in philosophy, said the meet- At the end of the meeting, dence of the need for the State.
classrooms
where
all
these
Stover
family is that the fund
ing was great because many O'Dell announced submisare being circulated," will grow to $40,000, Hunter
"We have to expand access germs
came and the discussion last- sions of non-fiction papers for response.
one
member
said.
said.
The
approach
Jackson
said
to
graduate
programs
across
ed almost two-and-half hours. Escalade, an annual non-fic- that SB 653 will take to the state," Jackson said.
members suggestrecipient
of the survivor
scholar"The Philosophy Club is the tion student journal, and an respond to these needs He used elementary and edSeveral
gathering anecdotal and ~shipThemust
be acancer
great chance for students to upcoming philosophy confer- includes
changes in both com- secondary public school documented cases of health ·who has been cancer-free and
get together outside of class," ence by Jacques Derrida in munity colleges
access to teachers as an example of problems resulting from the off therapy for one year, accordO'Dell said.
October at Pennsylvania graduate pro- and
to anews release. This is
,------, why access to graduate pro- buildings.
The Philosophy Club was State University.
grams.
In other business, Taft ing
to make sure the student does
grams needs to be improved. announced
established and organized by The club is also planning a "We did clarithat
a
grievance
not
go back to school before
"We
have
a
real
problem
students. Members decide student-sponsored philosophy
training session is scheduled they are ready, Pino said. The
communiin our classrooms," Jackson for
which philosophers they talk conference at Marshall near fyty the
6-8
p.m.
Monday
in
the
college
goals
student
can be either full- or
said.
about and bring readings to the end of this semester.
Memorial Student Center part-time.
establish
"We have a number of Shawkey
each meeting.
The Philosophy Club meets and central
Dining Room. Angel
conApplications and more inforteachers
who
do
get
a
masPart of the significance of at !! p.m. every second Tuesday. the
conduct the training.
ditions,"
may be obtained by conter's degree, and some a willUnderstanding
this club is the diversity of the The meetings generally Jackson
proper mation
said.
tacting Jack Toney, director of
master'through
s plus 30,the tosalary
help way to word andthe file
members, O'Dell said.
take place off-campus. The
is
the
Office
of Student Financial
them
The
goals
Jackson
The club is not only for phi- next club meeting is Oct. 3.
grievance is important, Assistance at 696-2281.
menschedule in West Virginia Judy
losophy students but for any- The club is free and everyone Jackson
Davis,
WVFT
staff
tioned
include
independent
The
next
fund-raiser for the
but
they
don'
t
do
it
in
what
one who is interested in phi- is welcome, O'Dell said.
representative, said.
accreditation, core faculty at they teach."
scholarship
willatbe the
arummage
losophy.
Additional
information
is
The
training
is
important,
each
institution,
comparable
sale
Oct.
27
Junior
He
said
the
reason
why
"It's alearning experience. I available by e-mailing tuition and fees and compara- these teachers fail to get Taft said, because frequent- League Building
on 9th
enjoy being around and learn- fryl 7@marshall.edu.
ly trivial grievances are Avenue. For more information,
ble salaries for faculty and master's degrees in what filed
and sometimes Angel is call Meadows at 691-2325.
they teach is adirect result
in advance.
of limited access to the notTheinformed
session will be open to
degrees.
Taft said.
Jackson challenged the theTaftpublic,
reported on the
audience to think differently executivealsoboard'
Aheadline on Thursday's
s two meetabout higher education.
page was incorrect.
during the summer. opinion
"We need to think differ- ings
to John Winters, of
discussed membership According
ently about our client and They
Communications, the
recruitment and the Joe University
who our client is," Jackson Turley
president's office paid for food,
case.
said.
tents, balloons, invitations and
Theis scheduled
WVFT annual
"We have to think first of
for invitations for the
for Oct.meet19- postageand
the needs of the people of ing
staff barbecue,
20 in Flatwoods, W.Va. Taft faculty
West Virginia, not primarily and
which was organized by the
another MU-AFT mem- Marshall
the needs of our institution." ber, preferably•a•staff
mem- Association.University Family Life
Jackson explained the bill ber, will attend the meeting,
means a better quality of he said.
education for students.
MU-AFT will have ques"I think what it means to
for the town hall meetthe 18 to 22-year-olds the tionsscheduled
for Oct. 17 at
institutions you go to in ing
the Joan C.Arts Edwards
West Virginia are going to Performing
be much more focused on with candidates in theCenter
the needs of the people of ing election. Wyatt willcomcol-'
this state," Jackson said. lect questions from MU"They're going to be much AFT
faculty members to ask
more better in what they the candidates.
Staff questeach and they're going to be tions will be gathered
by
much more accountable."
Reffeitt, Taft said.
The Marshall Celebrity KenBecause
fewer than 20
Series
continues
through
members attended the
Nov. 14.
the group was
The next person sched- meeting,
unable to vote on any
uled for the Marshall issues.
MU-AFT
Celebrity Series is George membersSeveral
Taft
Hammond, who is the direc- saying theycontacted
could not
tor of the West Virginia attend,
he said.
Economic Outlook Project.
Adate has not been set for
He will speak at 2 p.m.
Tuesday in the Joan C. MU-AFT's next meeting,
Edwards Performing Arts but it will be after midCenter.
,semester, Taft said.
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Monk's visit has
potential to enlighten

What do you really know about ap American•
born Buddhist monk, other than he was born in
America and practices Buddhism?,
Well, today you have the opportunity to learn
more.
Bhante Yagavacara Rahula is scheduled to
speak at noon today in Harris Hall 134.
Rahula helped found the Therevadan forest
monastery and retreat center in the backwoods
of Hampshire County. He will talk about medi•
tation and Buddhist beliefs.
In Thursday's paper, Dr. Alan Altany said col•
lege students are religiously illiterate because
few know much about the intellectual heritage
of the world's religions.
He's absolutely right.
College gives you many opportunities to
broaden your mind and your horizons.
You just have to take advantage of them.
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Olympic
athletes
chase
their
dreams
Earc

'(01A WONT

•

Celebrity
Series provides
much-needed
discussion

Higher education reform.
Few issues make university faculty, staff and
administration cringe, and this is definitely one
of them.
Senate Bill 653, the legislation that came out
of astudy by the National Center of Higher
Education Management Systems, has been a
thorn in the sides of many' at Marshall.
The bill, which the West Virginia Legislature
passed March 10, alters the··structure of gover·
nance and funding throughout the state.
Thursday, one of the supporters of the bill,
West Virginia Sen. Lloyd Jac~son, spoke as
part of the 12-part Marshall Celebrity Series,
which will bring in speakers through Nov. 14
to talk about the future of higher education in
West Virginia.
Johnson said he believes the university
should first think about Wes~ Virginia's resi•
dents and their needs, then think about the
needs of the university.
Many people plan to w:ait and see what
changes the bill brings.
We believe the series will at least get more
people talking about the reform. And perhaps
talking will lead to smoothing of the bill's
rough edges.

-Australian coach Peggy Liddick,
commenting on the vault event being set up inco"ectly
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Editor'snote: This is in
response to Adam
Graham's column concerning how much Adam
1 ooNT 1<.f'lOw
dislikes the Olympics that
appeared in Thursday's
WHki io sA'f
Parthenon.
MA.N. r Dot.fT
~NOW WHAT
Adam Graham, how old
are you?
TO S1'"r,
If you are that blase
already, I'd hate to run
into you 20 years from
now.
Sure, some of what you
say about the Olympics
might be right. But the
most egregious element
to me is S()mething you
don't mention: the corruption of officials and orga•
nizers. But as far as the
Okay, now it's my turn to
everybody thought. It was be problems. Perhaps
athletes go, come on!
talk about the Olympics.
exciting - not expected some eccentric software
EVAN
lot of them are kids
More specifically, let's
- to find out they won. billionaire would buy his orA
kids at heart, telative
talk about men's basketSo how do we fix
own island, declare it a
managing
or complete unknoWhs
ball. Of all the Olympic
Olympic
basketball?
The
country
and
sign
the
editor logical solution would be starting lineups from the chasing
adream for
this is the one that
which they have worked
Isports,
want to watch the most.
to just send non-NBA
NBA's All•Star game. So
hard.
That is, if it didn't
players. But the pros are maybe asalary cap is
The format of the
make me feel so darned
still abig attraction. So needed. That hasn't
events, the form taken
unpatriotic.
China 119-72. Then they how about we bring even stopped the Portland
by the competitions (cir•
Ilike to root for the
beat Italy 93--61. They more of the NBA to inter• Trailblazers from assem- cular
or not) hardly mat•
underdogs. Irooted
only beat Lithuania 85• national basketball?
bling their own All-Star
ter.
against the Chicago Bulls 76, but it must be hard to I'm talking about free team, but, then again,
is only ametaphor
in every NBA Final they get excited over agame agency.
they didn't win the cham- forGold
the dream and has
pionship (go Lakers!).
ever played in. In the
where you know the only Why not? Hakeem
to do with money.
regular season, Ifreway you'll lose is to spot Olajuwon sort of did it
Sure free agency causes nothing
What matters instead,
quently root for the
the other team 20 points when he became an
problems in sports, but it beyond
competing
Dallas Mavericks. But in - each quarter.
disrupted USA basketball against
American citizen and
best in
Olympic basketball,
Iwas alot more excited joined the so-called Dream in 1998. And that led to a the worldtheandverybecause
of
Team USA is as far from about USA basketball in 'Tham afew years back. far more interesting
that is the defining
an underdog as the top of the 1998 qualifying tour• Just take it to the next team. Maybe it could
moment of truth in the
5-foot•3 inch Muggsy ' nament. Remember that, level. Aft.er the NBA cham• happen again.
heat of the only possible
Bogues' head is from 7-7 when the pros refused to pionship is over, we can
Don't get me wrong; I
competition: the one
Gheorghe Muresan's.
plat because of the lock• watch the news for the lat- want Americans to win
against oneself
out? Some of those play• est word on, say, Allen
. Come on - even
gold in as many sports as waged
the odds.
though afew top players ers, like Trajan Langdon lverson's negotiations with they can. I'm not unpatri• andIt isagainst
really an artistic
like Grant Hill and Tim and Brad Miller, are in New Zealand. Maybe
otic.
moment, acatharsis:
Duncan pulled out, do the NBA now, but none of Japan could use their
But, Iam asports fan.
Look at the intensity of
you really think Jason them were then.
high-tech industry money
emotions following an
Kidd, Gary Payton, Vince That team didn't finish to woo Kobe Bryant. And Evan Bevins Is manag- the
the crying, the
Carter and the rest are in the top three in the just think of Dennis
ing editor of The'Parthe• event:
exultation, the despair...
going to lose agame? For tournament. But they
Rodman
with the flag of non. Comments may be
purity is
crying out loud, in the surprised folks by not
Australia dyed in his hair. sent to him at 311 Smith stillSoatakind
workofthere
to the
first game, they beat
crashing and burning like Of course, there would Hall.
extent that purity is possible at all.
To posit that only the
"I know ideally you're sup•
Greeks were pure
posed to be able to say what ancient
is
adopting an attitude of
you want, but it shouldn't nostalgia
which itself has
pure about it.
infringe on anyone else, at nothing
My sense is that every
least intentionally. You
wages the
shouldn't be able to just go generation
battle between
and bash people and say eternal
the trivial and the ideal,
the pristine and the
'Well, that's my right. It's defiled
under different
freedom of speech.' "
conditions. ,
What
is
your
definition
They
do so in every
-Amanda
Skeens,
of freedom of speech in America?
nursing sophomore from Cross Lanes
walk of life, politics, busi•
ness
and
... sports.
"It's the right to say
The Olympics is a
"Freedom of speech is what worth
stage, atheater, still well
whatever you want.
watching, in spite
it says it is. It's the right to of the current
You can express
commer•
say what you want whether · cialization,
your feelings and
because it
someone else likes it or not." gle.
thoughts openly and
reminds us of that strug•
not be afraid of the
- Paul Toviessi,
And that might be the
sports management and marketing senior
consequences."
greatest legacy handed
from Alexandria, Va.
down by the Greeks.
-Bill
Foy,
psychology sophomore
The ultimate question:
from. Philippi
Why are we alive and
- compiled by Elilabeth Lee and Daniel Caldwell
what to do about that?

Olympic basketball why bother?
BEvlNS

At Issue

Let readers know your view
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The Parthenon - Letters
311 Smith Hall
Huntington, WV 25755
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at (304) 696-2519.

Call The Parthenon
at (304) 696-6696.

E-mail The Pa~'n
at parthenon@marshall.edu

Editorial policy

Please keep letters to the editor no longer
than 250 words. Longer letters may be used
as guest columns at the ednor's discretion.
All letters must be signed and include an
address or phone number for confirmation.
Letters may be edned for libelous statements, available space or factual errors.

Volleybal~ in action tonight

sParthenon

Page edited by Michelle James

The Thundering Herd women's volleyball team will
host Mid-American Conference foe Eastern Michigan tonight
at 7p.m. at the Cam Henderson Center. Students are admitted free with avalid Marshall ID.
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Football looks to rebound at UNC
by MICHAEL S. ADAMS
reporter

Marshall is not used to losing back-to-back games.
The last time Marshall lost
two straight games was 1992,
at Western Carolina 38-30 on
Oct. 31 and then lost to
Appalachian State on its home
turf 37-34 the following weekend.
That is something Coach Bob
Pruett hopes doesn't repeat
itself this weekend when the
Thundering Herd travels to
Chapel Hill to take on the
North Carolina Tar Heels.
' We are very anxious to get
back to playing," Pruett said. "No
one likes losing and we have to
put the mistakes made past us
and look on to North Carolina."
Despite the two-game skid,
Marshall went on to finish the
1992 season with five straight
wins, including a season-ending victory over Youngstown
State in the NCAA Division IAA Championship game 31-28,
when Willy Merrick kicked the
first, and only, field goal of his

career to give Marshall its first
national championship in the
school's history.
The last time Marshall
played agame on Sept. 23 was
1989 when it lost to the
University of TennesseeChattanooga 14-0.
UNC will enter the game
coming off a 63-7loss to the
No. 2Florida State Seminoles.
"'North Carolina is coming off
abig loss and Iwould imagine
they are going to be very hungry for awin," sophomore running back Brandon Carey said.
"It's going to be abig game for
both teams."
Senior wide receiver David
Foye said the Thundering Herd
has to leave the loss to
Michigan State behind when it
takes on UNC.
".Last week we put everything
behind us," Foye said. ' This week
we have to focus on our preparations for North Carolina."
The Tar Heels return 15
starters from last year's 3-8
team including and quarterback Ronald Curry tight end
Alge Crumpler, who led the

team in receiving.
Curry completed 54 of 110
passes for 682 yards and three
touchdowns in 1999.
"(Curry) runs the option really well," Pruett said. He has a
good arm," Pruett said of the
Tar Heel's quarterback.
Pruett put questions about
sophomore quarterback Byron
Leftwich's sore elbow to rest at
his weekly press conference.
"He has the same zip on the
ball he always had," Pruett
said. "He bruised his elbow in
the Michigan State game and it
started flaring up on him, but
he is OK now."
Pruett said in order for the
Thundering Herd to beat the
Tar Heels, it has to establish a
stronger running game than it
did at Michigan State.
"We have some strong running
backs in Carey and [Chanston]
Rogers," he said. "[Ernest) Pitts
is in Mississippi with his ill mom
and we aren't sure if he is going
to return this week."
Carey is leading the Herd in
rushing this season with 128
yards on 19 carries.

Carey said in order for the
offense to be effective, they
have to be two-dimensional.
"You can't pass the ball without
running the ball and you can't
run the ball if you don't pass it,"
Carey said. "It works both ways."
Standing in Marshall's way
will be All-American candidate
linebacker Brandon Spoon.
Spoon has acareer 277 tackles, with 36 of those coming this
season. He also has recorded
one sack for a loss of eight
yards.
"We have to find a way to
block him," Pruett said.
Pruett added that North
Carolina will be like Michigan
State, but with afew differences.
"Each club has its strengths
and weaknesses," Pruett said.
"Michigan State's offensive line
was bigger; North Carolina's
quarterback is stronger."
Curry seems to be capable of
throwing the ball long," he said.
"We have to defend him and not
let him hit an open receiver."
The game is scheduled for
photo courtesy of The Daily Tar Heel
6 p.m. Saturday and will be The North Carolina Tar Heels suffered a63-7
drubbing at the
televised on WOWK-TV13.
hands of Florida State last Saturday.

three games that were very
hard matches."
Fresh off a 2-1
loss 'to Toledo,
Marshall has
opened its MidAmerican
Conference
schedule 0-2, but
things aren't all L.....>..-...a
bleak for the Patterson
Thundering
Herd.
"The race to the MAC tourna-

ment isn't asprint, it's more like
a marathon," Patterson said.
"(Today's) game is aMAC game
so that makes it important."
Marshall's three losses have
come by amargin of one point,
including the loss to Toledo
Tuesday, where Rocket's Corrie
Hassenjager scored in the 87th
minute to break a1-1 tie.
"We are definitely ready,"
Patterson said. "You always
like to win at home in front of
the energy of your fans."

Marshall is led by freshman
midfielder Amanda McMahon,
who sits atop the MAC in goals
scored and is tied for the lead in
points. The Thundering Herd's
recruiting class was ranked
ninth best in the Mid-Atlantic
Region by Soccerbuzz magazine.
"We are looking to the
future," junior forward Erin
Locy said.

Patterson says women's soccer ready for Kent
by MICHAEL S. ADAMS
reporter

Coming off three straight
losses, Marshall women's soccer Coach Teresa Patterson
said she sees the importance of
a win today over Kent State,
but said it isn't a make-orbreak situation.
"Some people may say since
we loss three straight games
we are in a losing streak,"
Patterson said. "Those were

Kent State is Marshall's last
home game on a three-game
home stand, before traveling to
Buffalo, Miami and Ball State.
"We would like to win, but
there are still nine conference
games left to play," Patterson
said. "We played flat on Tuesday.
Imuch
thinkandwejust
needgo tooutnotandthink
play."as
Marshall out shot Toledo

Tuesday 16-4, but was only able
to score one goal. Locy said the
Thundering Herd simply had
an off day.
"We really worked the ball up
field, we just couldn't capitalize,"
Locy said. "They finished theirs."
Marshall plays Kent State at
7 p.m. tonight at Sam Hood
Field. Students are admitted
free with avalid Marshall ID.

Error in vault's setup proves
costly for Olympic gymnasts

SYDNEY, Australia (AP) - wheeled off the floor after the wemen's national coordinator

It was a scene nobody can
remember seeing before - a
vault set two inches too low.
And at the Olympics, no less.
The women's all-around gymnastics finals were thrown into
an overtime of sorts Thursday
when five gymnasts from the first
two rotations took the option of
re-performing their vaults
because of the botched setting.
"It's as strange as the day is
long," said Bob Colarossi, president of USA Gymnastics.
And it will serve as fodder for
years to come as to how it
changed the outlook o,f
American national champion
Elise Ray. Ray opened the night
with apair of awful vaults and
scored a7.618, then spent the
rest of the night knowing she
had no chance for amedal.
"It's definitely ahard thing to
bounce back from," she said. "It
affects your frame of mind."
Ray took the option of performing her vaults over. Ray
scored a 9.487 jumped from
35th to 14th.
Instead of the vault, she had
afall off the beam in the third
rotation to blame for her low
finish. She scored an 8.887
there - but who knows how
things might have been had
she been in the hunt at that
point? Ray scored 9.537 on floor
and 9.75 on uneven bars.
Annika Reeder of Britain
looked to be in pain after falling
on her first vault.She had to be

second one and dropped out of
the competition.
The mixup didn't affect the
final standings.
Romanian
Raducan
went
into theAndreea
final floor
rotation of the night needing a
9.574 to win the gold medal and
scored a 9.825. She had the
option of anot~er vault, but
declined for obvious reasons.
Raducan led a Romanian
sweep of the medals. Simona
Amanar took silver and Maria
Olaru took the bronze.
Today Sydney Olympics organizers apologized for the error.
While noting that the international gymnastics federation
felt the mistake had no impact
on the outcome, "Nevertheless,
we regret the fact that the error
occurred," a statement from
SOCOG said.
It appeared something was
amiss when Ray completely
missed getting her hands on
the vault during her warmups
in the first rotation. She barely
cleared the apparatus and fell
with athud, flat on her back.
"I've never seen her do that,"

Kathy Kelly said. "It was like
Where did that come from?"
The same thought ran through
Kelly's mind when Ray wobbled
on the landing Qf her first vault,
nearly backing into the apparatus, then landed on her backside
on the second jump.
Jumping first in the third
rotation, Australian Allana
Slater noticed something was
wrong. She pointed it out to her
coach and the judges, then they
spent about five minutes
adjusting the vault.
"She said, 'That doesn't look
right," Aussie coach Peggy
Liddick said. "We're usually
like, 'Yeah, shut up and get
back in line.' But she was right
this time."
Also l:l.ffected was favorite
Svetlana Khorkina of Russia,
who landed on her backside on
her first vault. She took a9.363
on those vaults, but decided not
to go again. She finished 11th.
IOC president Juan Antonio
Samaranch said today there
would be no action taken as a
result of the mixup. "This incident is over," he said.
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After a: summer of style over substance,
studios -are bringing out Oscar hopefuls
and other" amusing diversions this fall
r

photo by Tracy Bennett
copyright Disney Enterprises lnc./Jerry Bruckhe1mer Inc.

"REMEMBER THE TITANS"
~

by SIMON TRUJILLO
the devil, played by the beguil- Shyamalan, the writer and
Daily Lobo (U. New Mexico) ing Hurley.
director of "The Sixth Sense,"
•
"Lucky Numbers" is the
comes the suspense tpriller,
(U-WIRE) ALBUQUERQUE, story
of
a
TV
weatherman,
"Unbreakable."
N.M. .:._ With autumn
played by John Travolta, who's The movie stars Bruce Willis
approaching,
the prospect
verge of financial ruin. as the sole survivor of adevasupcoming movies
becomes ofan on the
aresult,he schemes with tating train wreck and the
inevitable thought to many As
the TV station's lotto girl,
effortlessly cool Samuel L.
moviegoers. With the summer played by Lisa Kudrow, to rig Jackson as acryptic stranger
and its barrage of high
the lottery drawing. Their
who offers the bizarre explanacost/low substance releases numbers are picked, but every- tion to Willis' survival.
coming to an end, many pro- thing else around the two
•Jim Carrey stars as the tituduction companies are unveil- crumbles, including their get- lar green villain in Ron
ing their Oscar contenders for away plan.
Howard's live-action version of
the
fall isandapreview
winter months.
•storyJoelofSchumacher
directs the "How the Grinch Stole
· Here
of the
a
group
of
young
men
many films that are coming in their final stage of infantry Christmas."
The elaborate Grinch maketo theaters around town. training as they deal with
up was so uncomfortable that
•soon
Opening on Sept. 29 is the their inevitable destiny of
an
drama "Remember the Titans." fighting in Vietnam in
howexpert
to dealwhowithteaches
torturepeople
was
It is based on the true story of "Tigerland."
brought
in
to
work
with
a1971 racially integrated, but • In November, "Men of
Carrey.
polarized,
high schoolVirginia,
football Honor," another military
December
is the
team
in Alexandria,
drama, portrays Robert De •filmComing
"WhatinWomen
Want,"
and the struggle for racial
Niro as acallous, angry Navy starring Mel Gibson and Helen
equality that ensues with the Dive School instructor who has Hunt. Gibson plays an adverhiring
new head
coach, Cuba Gooding, Jr. as ayoung tising executive who underplayed ofbyaDenzel
Washington.
determined student.
goes afluke accident that
"The Ladies Man," amovie and
Gooding Jr. plays the real life gives him the ability to read
based on the popular Saturday character Carl Brashear, who women's minds, while Hunt
Night Live sketch by Tim
tries to cripple the racist
plays his boss with whom he
Meado\Ys, hits the screen ·in bureaucracy in the diving pro- falls in love with.
October.
gram, while simultaneously •• :'O. Brother, Where Art
•Elizabeth
Brendan Fraser and
trying to become an
Thou?" is the modern day
Hurley star in
accomplished Navy
story based on Homer's
"Bedazzled," aremake of the
diver.
"The
is writ1968 comedy of the same
nNew from M.
ten byOdyssey"
the Coenandbrothers
name. Fraser plays a
Night
and directed by Joel Coen.
socially inept bachelor
The film plays George
who,
after being
Clooney, John
repeatedly
rejected by
Turturro
and
Tim Blake'
women, strikes adeal
with
Nelson

•

\
photo by Frank Masi. S.M.P.S.P
.
copyright Touchstone Pictures. All rights reserved.

"UNBREAKABLE"

Upon Further Review:

Remember the Titans

as three prison escapees from
Mississippi, who find themselves in asurplus of odd
adventures as they try to
elude acunning and determined lawman, played by
Daniel Von Bargen.
•perennial
In another provocative film,
Oscar contender
Tom Hanks plays asole survivor of aplane wreck who is
forced into isolation on a
remote tropical island in the
drama "Cast Away."
Hanks, who originally
thought
of thedeveloping
idea for thea
movie, began
script with screenwriter
William
when theon
two wereBroyles
workingJr.together
"Apollo 13" more than five
ago.
•years
at theandGates,"
ring"Enemy
Jude Law
JosephstarFiennes, is inspired by atrue
story of aRussian sharpshooter and his friendship with a
savvy political officer.
It is set to the backdrop of
the siege of Stalingrad during
World War II. However, their
friendship is threatened by
their
mutualsoldier,
love forplayed
abeautiful female
by
Rachel Weisz, and the
escalating
tension
and
destruction of thi, war

..
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BRIGHT
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Denzel Washington has
been onboth
awinning
lately,
in termsstreak
of hit
movies ("The Bone
Collector," "The Hurricane,"
etc.) and as Coach Boone in
"Remember the Titans."
This true story stands out
in the field of football
movies, because it tackles
real issues and has relatively little to do with football.
The real theme of the
movie is racism in the difficult
of the early 1970s
· duringperiod
the desegregation
of
Virginia schools. Despite its
serious content, the film is
extremely jovial, and manages to maintain alighthearted
throughout.
Denzeltone
Washington'
s fabulous performance is mirrored by Will Patton
("Armageddon"), whose face
is far more familiar than
his name. Patton, playing
Coach Yoast, recently
appeared in "Gone In 60
Seconds," produced by Jerry
Bruckheimer, who also produced "Remember the
Titans." Both actors realistically portray the two reluctantly-paired coaches, evolving their characters into
complicated but likable peo-

ple, and leading atalented
cast to victory on the field
as well as on the screen.
This film surprised me in
many ways.
First, it was about football, but managed to be a
great movie anyway. After
last year's positively vapid
"Varsity Blues," Ibegan to
wonder if all the good sports
movies had died and gone to
the endzone in the sky.
Second, this movie dealt
with
racism without
ably offending
anyone,noticemore
impressive in my opinion
than an 80-yard field goal
(a feat that does not appear
in this film). Third, stealing
the show in "Remember the
Titans" was not the
Academy Award-winning
Washington, but an 11-yearold girl named Hayden
Panettiere.
Panettiere plays avery
perceptive and commanding
daughter of Coach Yoast,
proving both quick-witted
andPatton,Washington,
adorable.
Panettiere and akiller
soundtrack combine to
make this movie areal winner, something truly unforgettable.

"0 BROTHER, WHERE ART THOU?"
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Now in Theaters:

'Urban Legend: Final Cut' thank goodness
·CHRISTY

LEMIRE

for The Associated Press
"Urban Legends: Final Cut"
makes the original "Urban
Legend" look like an Alfred
Hitchcock movie by comparison.
This formulaic, unfocused
film is supposed to be asequel,
but it doesn't pick up where the
first film ended. And for those
of you itching to know, it never
explains what happened to our
heroes who survived the original killing spree.
It has none of the up-andcoming young stars of the first

film (Jared Leto, Alicia Witt,
Joshua Jackson, Tara Reid).
Our big-name talent here is
Joey Lawrence, formerly of the
TV shows "Blossom" and
"Brotherly Love," who now goes
by Joseph Lawrence.
The movie isn't even about
urban legends. It's more aripoff of the "Scream" series,
which is hackneyed itself.
It takes place at an unnamed
film school ("The greatest film
school that ever existed," the
dean proclaims) that looks
more like abiomedical research
center, where 'it's always
cloudy, foggy and cold.
Acampus building is named
for Orson Welles, and posters
for "Touch of Evil" and "The
Rocky Horror Picture Show"

adorn the walls, just to make
sure you're aware that you've
walked into ahorror flick.
An aspiring young filmmaker
named Amy (Jennifer Morrison)
is making amovie about acollege campus serial killer who
attacks students by acting out
urban legends. (Gee, wasn't
that movie already made?)
All the actors and crew members end up being killed the
same way as the film's characters. (Gee, wasn't that movie
already made, too? Three times?)
First-time director John
Ottman, who composed the
scores for "The Usual
Suspects," "Halloween H20"
and "The Cable Guy," also likes
to use strobe light effects and
quiqk edits during the killing

sequences, apparently to disguise the fact that they don't
look terribly good.
Admittedly, there are acouple
of funny riffs on the movie industry. An arrogant, talentless
young filmmaker approaches a
pretty girl at abar and uses, "I'm
adirector" as apickup line.
Ditzy, bumbling campus
security guard Reese (Loretta
Devine), who worships Foxy
Brown, is back from "Urban
Legend" and has some amusing
moments.
The rest is standard slasherflick fare. Doors creak and then
slam shut. Ahand reaches out
from underneath the stairs to
grab agirl's foot.
We can only hope that this
truly is the final cut.

